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The Sun
is Rising
Over Antalya
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For a yacht owner to become a shipyard owner is not an unusual
circumstance, but how Sunrise Yachts have started from scratch and
rapidly created one of the most respected brands in the superyacht sector
is extraordinary. Their latest launch, a surprise gift for the owner’s wife,
was built in such secrecy he didn’t even visit the yard or as much
as glimpse the yacht until it steamed into the bay to the delight
of his astonished family… such is the trust owners are placing
in this remarkable shipyard, and it is being repaid.

By Frances and Michael Howorth

Sunrise Yachts, Turkey
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IT IS QUITE RIDICULOUS TO BUILD A HOSPITAL
JUST BECAUSE YOU WANT TO GIVE BIRTH TO A BABY,
BUT THAT IS WHAT WE HAVE DONE WITH SUNRISE…

I

Herbert P. Baum (seated) and Guillaume Roché,
the founders of Sunrise Yachts.
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It is a fairly common occurrence in
the industry that a superyacht
owner becomes the owner of a
shipyard. Occasionally this even happens by default,
when a shipyard becomes financially unstable during
the build of the owners yacht and acquisition is a
means of saving his investment that lies on the slipway uncompleted. The superyacht industry is littered with such examples, but there are very few
shipyard owners who set out specifically to build a
shipyard from scratch. The Sunrise Yachts shipyard
in Antalya, Turkey is one of those few exceptions,
because yacht builder Guillaume Roché and superyacht owner Herbert Baum have quite literally started
a shipyard from scratch, building it up to the point
that it arguably wears the crown as ‘King of the
Turkish superyacht building shipyards’.
The story began in Istanbul during 2005 when German yacht owner Herbert P. Baum met with the
British-French yacht builder Guillaume Roché, the
meeting was to discuss a yacht project that Baum
was hoping to build. Roché had been building
yachts in Turkey for 10-years and Baum knew him
by reputation as someone who recognized potential, and one who was able to demonstrate that
quality and innovation could be achieved at competitive prices. Baum’s natural tendency was towards a north European yard and it was only when
the two were flying to a shipyard in Denmark together that he was persuaded to change his mind.
On that trip Roché suggested that the way to build
a quality yacht at an acceptable price was to find a
shipyard that could build two identical yachts at the
same time, selling one off after completion. He further suggested that if they formed a partnership
he would find a yard in Turkey to build the yachts
and would supervise the construction.
Guillaume Roché had all the qualifications to match
up to his proposal. Of French and Scottish descent,
he was practically born on a sailboat. As an adolescent, while doing correspondence courses, he and his
younger brother Fabien–now also part of the Sun283
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partners have created one of the largest and most
modern facilities in the Eastern Mediterranean,
specifically designed for the construction and refit of
luxury yachts up to 250’ in length and 2,000-ton displacement. They did so by assembling a team of international designers, naval architects, engineers
and craftsmen, who joined together with an enthusiastic locally recruited workforce. As the company
has expanded so it has built more sheds and facilities.
Trusted members of the Roché family have stepped
in to take on senior roles in the running of the shipyard and workers have flocked to Sunrise from other
well-known builders in Turkey.
“It's the team that we have built you should concentrate your article on,” grins Baum as we sit around
his conference table, trying to get him to divulge his
thinking on superyacht construction. “They are the
superstars, I am more like a helicopter pilot, I drop in
from time to time create a lot of dust send people

rise Yachts team–circumnavigated the globe with
his family on a 45’ steel ketch. The spirit of the sea
never left either of them. Guillaume went on to become a mechanical engineering graduate from the
University of Massachusetts in Boston, and later
studied naval architecture at the Westlawn Institute
of Marine Technology in Connecticut. He took a job
as a yacht captain for five years working on charter
and private yachts, before putting his experience toward yacht construction. In 1978 he sailed his 44’
ketch Avocet around Cape Horn and achieved a lifelong ambition. Over the last 17-years he has built and
managed the construction of numerous superyachts, both power and sail, working at shipyards in
the United States, Europe and Turkey.
The experience he had proved invaluable, but no
matter how hard he searched in Turkey he could not
find a facility that could build the creative, qualitydriven, highly cost-effective, luxury yacht to his
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Rather than me,
it's the team
you should
concentrate
your article on…

satisfaction. Fast forward two years and at the
height of the building boom the two partners found
land in the Antalya Tax Free Zone. There they set
about doing achieving the conclusion they had
reached: they needed to build their own shipyard
from scratch, modeling it on the successful yards in
Holland and Germany.
“It is quite ridiculous to build a hospital just because
you want to give birth to a baby, but that is what we
have done with Sunrise,” laughs Baum. “That's right,”
adds Roché. “I told Herbert that I would never build a
cheap yacht in Turkey, he answered that he was
happy with that statement. What he truly wanted
was a yacht built to north European standards, but at
a more competitive price by locating the shipyard in
Turkey. So the hospital had to be built because no one
else could deliver the baby we wanted to see born.”
Today their North-European style shipyard continues to function inside the Free Zone. Together the

rushing for cover. Its only when I have gone and the
dust has settled that things return to normal.”
Herbert is too modest,” says Captain Fabien Roché
the company’s COO, he joined the company at his
brother’s behest two-years ago and now runs the
shipyard, giving brother Guillaume more time to concentrate on liaising with owners. Fabien adds, “Without the input and support of Herbert we would not
be half the team we are, but I do agree that having a
senior management that sings off the same hymn
sheet makes for a better run shipyard.”
Buam had always held the (late) Italian designer
Paulo Scanu in high regard, so he commissioned his
Studio Scanu to design the two 147’ full-displacement motor yachts that would be built first. They
were given the project names of Sunrise and Sunset
and Roché invited Franck Darnet of France to design
the interiors. Two events were to change the bestlaid plans that Buam and Roché had set out. The first

The shipyard's first launch, the 147' (45m) MY
Africa became the star of various shows when
launched. Designed by Studio Scanu she had a
distinctive interior by Franck Darnet that was
inspired by the subcontinent.

TECH SPEC:

LOA: 147’ 1” (44.85m)T • Beam: 28’ 7” (8.73m)T • Draft (max): 9’ 0” (2.76m)T • Guests: 10 in 5
cabinsT • Crew: 9 in four cabins plus Cpt.T • Year Launched: 2009T • Construction: Steel/aluminumT • Engines: MTU
12V 2000 M70T • Power: 2x 2140hp (1596kW)T • Propulsion: Shaft, twin screwT •Max Speed: 15.5-knotsT • Cruising
Speed: 12-knotsT • Fuel: 13,198 US Gal (60,000 L)T • Water: 3,000 US Gal (13,500 L)T • Exterior Design: Studio
Scanu/Karatas YachtT • Naval Architecture: Valentjn Design/Karatas YachtT • Interior Design: Franck Darnet Design
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As the demand for new yachts declined in
shipyards around the world, Sunrise
turned to refit to ensure no staff layoffs
would be necessary. The retention of
employees was repaid with considerable
loyalty and the dedication of the yard's
craftsmen was something each of the
build captains we talked to remarked
upon. The yard's goal is to replicate
northern European at a more
competitive price.

was Baum fell out of love with the idea of owning another superyacht. A victim of his own good Christian
generosity and kindly nature, Captains and crews
working for him on his smaller yachts had taken advantage, tragically souring his love of ownership. The
second contributing factor was infinitely more public;
the economy of the western world began to crumble
and with it, the desire for superyacht ownership
By mid July of 2009 Project Sunrise was ready to be
launched. She had been sold by Michael Payne of
Camper & Nicholsons to a wealthy businessman
whose love of all things African was an important
part of his life. At the request of the owner Frank
Darnet had radically altered the interior to reflect his
passion and as the newly launched Africa, Project
Sunrise sported an interior that was somewhat different to what had originally been chosen.
Where once there was neutral, contemporary
286

Currently in build at the impressive
Sunrise facilities are four yachts, with
a delivery scheduled for 2015, two in
2016 and another in 2017. The projects
range from 187' to 203'.

leather, now there was Ostrich skin and N’guni
hide. Turkish carpets were replaced with zebra
skins atop white wool carpets and the wooden
decks of the yachts interior were all highlighted
with stainless steel border banding. Artwork from
the wildlife photographer Richard du Toit was hung
on the bulkheads. Africa was presented at the
Monaco Yacht Show in September 2009 in partnership with Camper & Nicholsons, receiving rave
reviews and nearly unprecedented press coverage.
But under the surface, trouble was brewing and as
2009 dragged on into winter it became clear that
the sale of the yacht would not reach a conclusion.
At the worst possible time, the shipyard found itself as the owner of one completed yacht and a
partially built second sister ship.
Putting the completion of Project Sunset on hold the
shipyard turned itself into a repair and refit facility.
287
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What the Build Captains Say

Captain Ian Torrance : 57m M/Y Lion Spirit
Captain Ian Torrance is over seeing the build of Lion
Spirit at Sunrise Yachts for an owner who has
employed him for the last seven years. He agreed
to take time out of his busy schedule to talk to us.
When and why did you come here to Turkey?
We originally came here to Sunrise about three
years ago to have a look at Africa at the behest of
broker Fernando Nicholson. The boss was looking
to replace Lionwind and Fernando spoke highly of
the shipyard and its abilities. The yacht was not
what he was looking for, but there was no
doubting how impressed he was with the
shipyards here in Turkey and in Particular Sunrise
Yachts. What impressed him, and indeed me most,
was the clearly dedicated approach the
management had to building to a standard
and not a price. He also enjoyed the fact that
the owners and hands-on managers were
from overseas and had a very broad spectrum
of experiences on which todraw.
Did you consider other yards in Turkey?
Yes but he was also still keen to build in Europe.
In fact some of the Turkish shipyards we visited
showed a totally inflexible approach to yacht
building and that was definitely a turn off. He
particularly took offence when one told him he
could not specify German or Dutch equipment
on board if they could be sourced here in
Turkey. It wasn’t that he was worried by quality,
it was more a case of he did not like being
dictated to by the shipyard.
What tipped the balance in favor
of Sunrise Yachts?
It was their flexibility and understanding that
convinced the owner that here was where he
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wanted to build his next superyacht. He is not easy
to convince but they answered every query he
had, and met his every point with a counter point
of there own. They never bullied him, they never
forgot he was the customer and as such had total
control on where his next yacht was to be built.

to sea we will not know how good she really is,
but from where I stand now looking at the
work and the quality of build, I am going to
suggest we will get a yacht that is 90 percent
as good as a Feadship, but built for about
60 percent of the price.

What type of boat are you going to get?
The boss is a very keen underwater photographer
and he wants a sea-kindly craft that will spend
days at anchor, entering ports only for
provisioning and re-fuelling. She is being built to
cross oceans with friends and family so she is
going to be comfortable as well. Reymond Langton
are the interior designers and they have done a
sterling job on the accommodation. Much of the
artwork revolves around photographs taken by
the owner and it is this art that has set the theme
for the décor. It follows the concept of organic
shapes and even features what everyone is calling
a crazy room a forward facing observation lounge
that has a twist. Add in her diesel electric power
plant and azipod drive train and you will have a
yacht that will rival the new Grace E from Pichiotti

What advice would you give to a Captain
coming here to oversee a build project?
Try and embrace the Turkish culture, not only out
side the shipyard but remember the differences in
culture while you are working. Turkish people do
not scream and shout. They do not show
aggression and that means they do not
understand why we as Europeans might act that
way. It will get you nowhere, so my advice is to
learn how to get what you want done from them.
Remember you represent the boss and so
ultimately you are the customer, but get your
point across nicely, politely and watch how well
the average worker responds to the respect you
show him. Come here with an open mind and be
prepared to be blown away.

How have you found the build so far?
I am astounded at how good the Turks are with
their hands. They are all real craftsmen. In a
European yard you quickly learn which workers
are good and which are not. The good ones
stand out, head and shoulders above the bad.
Here in Turkey there are so very few poor
workers and those are not doing quality
critical jobs so it does not matter.
How do you sum up your experience?
The proof is in the pudding and until the yacht goes

How do you fill your free time?
There is so much to do here with any free time you
have, and that could be a major factor in choosing
Antalya as a building slot. I love road trips, I love to
pack my truck up with a tent and hiking gear and
just hit the road. I love off road driving and have
modified my truck to dothat. I have friends in
Goceck and that's not too far away. I am so glad I
am building here in Antalya and not Tuzla because
getting away from it all is so easy here. The only
thing that scares me is the standard of driving by
the locals. Behind the wheel they often remind me
of Satan personified!

The directors chose not to lay off any of the workforce, instead opting to keep them fully occupied.
Throughout that time the company relied on private
finance for its funding, a situation that exists today.
“We are not beholden to banks or outside investors,”
says Baum, “and that is something not many shipyards can boast.” Their ploy played off, their core of
skilled workers remained fully employed, became
more practiced and proficient, and in time as the
market improved, so more came to join them. “Put
it this way, we have no trouble finding highly skilled
workers,” says Fabien Roché. “They always seem to
find us!”Meeting with industry recognition and
demonstrating the relevance of its original concept,
Sunrise Yachts has in the last three-years experienced phenomenal growth and signed several large
yacht contracts, including two 206’ motor yachts of
around 1,000 GT, and a 187’ diesel-electric Discovery yacht. All yachts are due to be delivered in 2015
and 2016. One yacht not mentioned in that list is the
213’ Skyfall, a full-displacement steel hulled motor
yacht to an exterior design from Vallicelli & Co in Italy

and an interior from Focus Yacht Design in Germany.
As you might suspect–given it is christened after a
James Bond movie, the yacht is reportedly being
built for the serial yacht owner John Stallupi. If so
this will be the American businessman’s 21st superyacht and she is expected to be ready for a February
delivery in 2017. This is not the first time Stallupi has
been a customer of Sunrise Yachts, his 150’ Palmer
Johnston Skyfall II was the subject of a major refit at
the Antalya shipyard.
Looking more like a prop from the movie Goldfinger
than your typical superyacht O’Khalila, the gold colored motor yacht was sold to Stalluppi in early 2014
after a protracted time on the market. He renamed
her Skyfall II and sent her to Antalya to undergo a
refit so extensive that it actually resembled a rebuild.
During works one of her three engines was removed.
Now re-launched and painted gray she is on the
market again through Peter Thompson of Worth Avenue Yachts. Launched in Sturgeon Bay, WI in 2007
the yacht, is one of the Palmer Johnson PJ 150 Sports
Yacht Series, it accommodates up to twelve guests

Flexibility was
a major factor
in the owner
electing to build
Lion Spirit at the
Sunrise yard...

The 187' (57m) Project Lion Spirit
currently under construction
features a hybrid propulsion system
and has been commissioned by an
experienced yacht owner.
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Like Lion Spirit, the 206' (63m) Project
Estel (below) came from the drawing
boards of Espen Oeino and will also be
delivered in 2016.
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with seven crew. That could have seen Mr Staluppi
stick with her as his 19th superyacht but then the
196’ Trinity yacht ‘Mi Sueno’ became yacht number
20 and was also named as Skyfall. Whether Stallupi
hangs onto her until delivery of his Sunrise Yacht, or
even retains this one, is anyone’s guess.
Of the yachts on our list, the two 206’ yachts are
both designed by Espen Øeino as is the 187’ diesel
electric Discovery yacht that will launch as Lion Spirit
in the Spring of 2016. Prior to that, Irimari at 206’ will
take to the water. Built for a Russian client, who until
recently owned a 163’ Oceanco, she launches in early
2015 and is expected to be amongst the stars lined
up at next years Monaco Yacht Show. Designer
Øeino has given this 1,462 GT yacht a wide beam and
therefore she boats a high internal volume. A surfeit
of glass means the large roomy interiors, flooded
with light, are set to make this yacht stand out from
the crowd. In places her bulwarks have been dropped
to let more light in to wash over a pleasing interior
design created by Focus Yacht Design. Her sister ship
Estel, built for a British businessman, will take to the
water in the autumn of the same year.
Elsewhere in the yard lies Lion Spirit a yacht covered

in workers beavering away on a hull and superstructure that is already taking shape. Upon hearing her
name you immediately connect the ownership of
this yacht with that of Lionwind, the 147’ Feadship
(de Vries) built as Azteca in 1993. Exterior designer
Espen Øeino seems to have somehow captured the
design essence of Jon Bannenberg in his lines of this
exciting looking yacht. Judging from the renderings
we have seen of the interior created by Reymond
Langton the excitement is not just on the outside!
Building for an owner who has owned Lionwind for
over 27-years the designers and builders are getting
a lot of feedback from an experienced owner who
truly understands what he wants in a superyacht.
There is no doubting the professionalism with
which the Roché family is running the shipyard and
during our visit to the facility many of the lady
members of the family were hard at work, getting
the yards latest launching ready for handover. At
the time of our visit the new name of Project Sunset was an extremely closely guarded secret and
we admit we were puzzled as to why this might be
the case, especially given delivery was just days
away. It was only when talking to her Captain, Mar-

HULL #

NAME

LENGTH

ORDERED

DELIVERY

EXTERIOR DESIGN

INTERIOR DESIGN

451

Africa

147’ (45m)

Jun ’07

Sept ’09

Studio Scanu

Frank Darnet

452

Atomic

147’ (45m)

May ’13

Sept ’14

Studio Scanu

Frank Darnet

632

Irimari

206’ (62m)

May ’12

Feb ’15

Espen Oeino

Focus Yacht Design

561

Lion Spirit

187’ (57m)

Jun ’12

Mar ’16

Espen Oenio

Reymond Langton

631

Estel

206’ (63m)

Jun ’12

Early ’16

Espen Oenio

Redman Whiteley Dixon

681

Skyfall

213’ (65m)

Feb ’14

Feb ’17

A. Vallicelli & Co

Focus Yacht Design
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What the Build Captains Say

Captain Marvin Wilson : 45m M/Y Atomic
Captain Marvin Wilson is no stranger to Sunrise
Yachts having commanded yachts that were the
subject of yard refits during the leaner years of
Sunrise’s history. He was the first Captain of Africa
and delivered the yacht to her first Monaco Yacht
Show in 2009. He became the Captain of Project
Sunset, now known as Atomic, at the suggestion
and with the recommendation of the shipyard.
What would you say are the
yards strongest points?
Customer satisfaction is way up there at the top
of the list. These guys care they really do. Look,
no one thinks of building a superyacht here in
Turkey, they have to be convinced it is the right
thing to do. So come here, look, listen and feel the
quality, understand the philosophy, take the
plunge and reap the benefits. Owners will have
fun building here and having fun is a principle
element in superyacht ownership. You do not
build a yacht to get shafted, you do so because
you want to and these guys at Sunrise make you
feel wanted. They do not take you for granted
and they constantly are out to please you by
giving you the quality you expect from a North
European yard.
What will surprise the visitor
the most about this yard?
Have you seen the ways these guys weld? Have
you seen them cut steel? Watch them while they
polish stainless steel and then tell me you seen it
done better! You can’t. You simply do not
associate Antalya in Turkey with Dutch yacht
building. It is only when you get here that you
realize they do it every bit as well as the Dutch.
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Is language a problem?
No everything here in the shipyard is done in
English. The top guy is German and he does not
speak French, which the Managing Director does,
so English is the language of choice here. All of
the management speak good English as do many,
if not all, of the supervisors. They guys pushing
brooms around the shipyard are difficult to
converse with, but hey they keep the shipyard
spotless! The COO and the CEO sometimes
speak French together by they are brothers and
came from there, so I forgive them!

What about the locals?
They are such fun, it can be frustrating at times
but that’s because we can be impatient.
In reality they are so friendly and mostly so
willing to please us. Don’t write this in your
magazine… but their attitude to road safety
and the way they control a car, bike or truck
drives me crazy, so there are times I am force to
get down on my knees and thank my God for
looking after me, allowing me to live another day
in this wonderful place.

What about living on the job?
You have got to love yacht building to stand by a
build. You have got to want to do a good job for
the boss, but this place just makes it so easy.
Antalya is a seaside resort, it's a tourist town,
they like foreigners here and they go out of their
way to make you welcome, so that makes the job
so much easier. The cost of living here is
relatively inexpensive when compared to
Northern Europe.
The fruit and vegetables are plentiful and tasty,
the fish is superb and all in all, the standard of life
is better than anywhere else I have known in my
working environment.

How important is it that you are here on site?
I believe you should appoint a Captain and CE to
any new build at a very early stage, so they get
to learn the yacht. Captains should not go to a
yard to impose their own wishes on a yacht, but
learning how she works from the keel up makes
you a better team. So the build team should be
appointed early, but I would go further and say
when building in Turkey it is essential that the
owner be fully represented on site at everystage
of the build. The Turkish worker enjoys your
feedback and works all the better for it. Praise
him when he works well. Show disappointment if
it does not go your way and then watch him as he
strives to make it better.

And when you are not working?
I love the opportunities this place offers to the
visitor. I can go skiing in the mountains and swim in
the sea on the same day, and I am not just saying
that, I do it! I love fishing, hunting, skeet shooting
and scuba diving. I go mountain climbing and
technical climbing, I have got a dirt bike and a
motorcycle and everything gets plenty of use here.

And finally?
Well I am off now because the yacht the boss just
completed is about to set sail, but I really look
forward to the day the boss suggest building a
bigger boat… if he asks me where we should do it
I know exactly where I will suggest. The job gets
done there and its less than 100’ from where we
are standing now!

vin Wilson, that we realized why it was so secret.
As promised, the day after her delivery Cpt. Wilson
called to explain the story. The owner had never
owned a boat before in his life and had decided to
build this 147’ beauty for his wife, as a surprise.
Given that the yacht was to be named after the
company he owns in the USA, he was afraid that
letting slip the name might spoil the surprise.
Bemused we enquired, “Surely she must have
known? He cannot explain away frequent visits to
Turkey without out good reason?” The Captain
smiled and replied, “Believe it or not he had never
been here nor seen the boat. When the boss and I
need to talk I texted him on a special number, he left
the house under the pretense of buying some milk
at the store and would then phone me to find out
what’s going on. Everyday we sent him a GoPro
video of progress, so he was kept fully informed of
what was going on.” The story intrigued us and we
wanted more information. “Tell us,” we urged, “How
did she eventually find out?”
“Well,” the Captain answered, “our departure from
the shipyard was timed to coincide with a ‘boating

Built in complete secrecy as a surprise
for his family, the owner of the 147'
(45m) MY Atomic never visited her
during her build... placing implicit trust
in Sunrise and his Captain.

holiday’ the boss had planned for the family in
Turkey. During the first days we came steaming
into the bay where they were at anchor. Of course,
as soon as the boss’s wife saw the superyacht with
their corporate colors of bright red trim and the
name of the family firm on the stern she guessed
immediately. Remarkably, the owner managed to
keep the yacht a surprise from his wife and children
until the very last minute! The children and grand
children were so excited; they ran around the yacht
exploring every corner. The owner's wife had to get
over the initial shock, but ultimately of course she
was very pleased.”
Jean Claude Carme the Vice President, Sales &
Marketing at Sunrise Yachts told us, “The owners
sent very enthusiastic messages about the yacht's
quality and predicted ‘you will sell a lot of yachts
once we show this one to the industry’. A truly enthusiastic owner is the best reward a yacht builder
can ever expect!” Wanting to hear feedback from
the source of such praise, we asked the owner
what he truly thought of his brand new yacht? “I
was initially nervous about trusting a new shipyard

in Turkey to build my first yacht,” he candidly admitted. “Within an hour of stepping on board I made
a phone call to thank the team at Sunrise for the
outstanding job done.”
And his favourite aspect of the surprise acquisition?
“I wanted to show my appreciation for the design
and for the quality of execution. Once at sea, I enjoyed the yacht's comfort and stability–despite usually being probe to sea sickness–including how she
handled in heavy conditions.” Where did he go cruising? “We first cruised the south coast of Turkey, one
of the most beautiful cruising grounds in the
Mediterranean–from Antalya to Kemer, then Kekova
for some diving on an ancient sunken city, then Kas,
Fethiye, the island of Symi, then off to the Cyclad Islands, until rough weather interrupted our maiden
cruise. But there is no doubt we will be back to the
Mediterranean for more some time soon.”
Before that the yacht will be shipped to the USA arriving in time to participate in the Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show in late October. If you can
catch her there you may just witness the sun rising
over the new star of Turkish superyacht building.

